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The Bacteriological Examination of Food and Water 1891 this early work by arthur benjamin reeve was originally published in 1912 and we are
now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography reeve s short story the bacteriological detective explores a mysterious and suspicious case
of typhoid in n
The Bacteriological World 1897 the project to create a new man and new woman initiated in the soviet union and the eastern bloc constituted one
of the most extensive efforts to remake human psychophysiology in modern history playing on the different meanings of the word technology as
practice knowledge and artefact this edited volume brings together scholarship from across a range of fields to shed light on the ways in which socialist
regimes in the soviet bloc and eastern europe sought to transform and revolutionise human capacities from external state driven techniques of social
control and bodily management through institutional practices of transformation to strategies of self fashioning technologies of mind and body in the
soviet union and the eastern bloc probes how individuals and collectives engaged with or resisted the transformative imperatives of the soviet
experiment the volume s broad scope covers topics including the theory and practice of revolutionary embodiment the practice of expert knowledge
and disciplinary power in psychotherapy and criminology the representation and transformation of ideal bodies through mass media and culture and
the place of disabled bodies in the context of socialist transformational experiments the book brings the history of human re making and the history of
soviet and eastern bloc socialism into conversation in a way that will have broad and lasting resonance
Indiana Medical Journal 1896 from the 1890s to the 1930s a growing number of germans began to scrutinize and discipline their bodies in a utopian
search for perfect health and beauty some became vegetarians nudists or bodybuilders while others turned to alternative medicine or eugenics in the
cult of health and beauty in germany michael hau demonstrates why so many men and women were drawn to these life reform movements and
examines their tremendous impact on german society and medicine hau argues that the obsession with personal health and fitness was often rooted in
anxieties over professional and economic success as well as fears that modern industrialized civilization was causing germany and its people to
degenerate he also examines how different social groups gave different meanings to the same hygienic practices and aesthetic ideals what results is a
penetrating look at class formation in pre nazi germany that will interest historians of europe and medicine and scholars of culture and gender
Notes on the Bacteriological Examination of the Soil of Philadelphia 1915 in her study carol ann galego applies michel foucault s genealogical
method to modern medicine s protracted war on pathogens she excavates the early struggles that bacteriology generally and in particular its
articulation of germ theory encountered before achieving widespread acceptance the focus of her analysis is the responses of homeopaths in germany
and england to developments in bacteriology between 1880 and 1895 fifteen eventful years of the bacteriological revolution that overlap with the fifth
cholera epidemic of the nineteenth century during these formative years the convergence of bacteriologists isolation and cultivation of microbes with
medical efforts to quell the ravages of cholera gave rise to the now predominant understanding of infectious disease as an invasion of pathogens at the
time however such an antagonistic response to the threat of infectious disease was anything but unanimous as galego demonstrates the nuanced
understandings of disease etiology that homeopaths developed during these years alongside their efforts to confront cholera construct a different
narrative one that provides a fascinating counterhistory to the development of modern bacteriology and its alienating relations to microbial life
A Bacteriological and Chemical Study of Commercial Eggs in the Producing Districts of the Central West 1942 the use of biologics drugs
made from living organisms has raised specific scientific industrial medical and legal issues the essays contained in this collection each deal with a
case study of a biologic substance or group of biologics and its use during the twentieth century
The Bacteriological-serological Diagnosis of Weil's Disease 1912 this path breaking book examines our attitudes to the senses from antiquity through to
the present day robert jutte explores a wealth of different traditions images metaphors and ideas that have survived through time and describes how
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sensual impressions change the way in which we experience the world throughout history societies have been both intrigued or unsettled by the five
senses the author looks at the way in which the social world conditions our perception and traces the rediscovery of sensual pleasure in the twentieth
century paying attention to experiences as varied as fast food deoderization and extra sensory perception he concludes by exploring technological
change and cyberspace reflecting on how developments in these fields will affect our relationship with the senses in the future
Annual Report of the Bacteriological and Pathological Division of the Laboratory of Hygiene for the Year Ending September 30, ... 2015-07-14 to many
progressive era reformers the extent of street cleanliness was an important gauge for determining whether a city was providing the conditions
necessary for impoverished immigrants to attain a state of decency a level of individual well being and morality that would help ensure a healthy and
orderly city daniel eli burnstein s study examines prominent street sanitation issues in progressive era new york city ranging from garbage strikes to
juvenile cleaning leagues to explore how middle class reformers amassed a cross class and cross ethnic base of support for social reform measures to a
degree greater than in practically any other period of prosperity in u s history the struggle for enhanced civic sanitation serves as a window for viewing
progressive era social reformers attitudes particularly their emphasis on mutual obligations between the haves and have nots and their recognition of
the role of negative social and physical conditions in influencing individual behaviors
The Bacteriological Detective 2023-11-16 introduction he is still out there what came before zero the cluster study humanizing this disease giving a
face to the epidemic ghosts and blood locating gaétan dugas s views epilogue zero hour making histories of the north american aids epidemic
Technologies of Mind and Body in the Soviet Union and the Eastern Bloc 1894 the spanish influenza pandemic of 1918 19 was the worst
pandemic of modern times claiming over 30 million lives in less than six months in the hardest hit societies everything else was put aside in a bid to
cope with its ravages it left millions orphaned and medical science desperate to find its cause despite the magnitude of its impact few scholarly
attempts have been made to examine this calamity in its many sided complexity on a global multidisciplinary scale the book seeks to apply the insights
of a wide range of social and medical sciences to an investigation of the pandemic topics covered include the historiography of the pandemic its
virology the enormous demographic impact the medical and governmental responses it elicited and its long term effects particularly the recent
attempts to identify the precise causative virus from specimens taken from flu victims in 1918 or victims buried in the arctic permafrost at that time
Modern Medicine and Bacteriological Review 1946 the architecture and landscape of health explores buildings and landscapes that were
designed to treat or prevent disease in the era before pharmaceuticals and biomedicine emerged as first line treatments written from an architectural
perspective it examines the historical relationship between health and place through the emergence of dedicated therapeutic building types from the
late eighteenth to the early twentieth century a time when the environment was viewed as integral to the health of both the individual and the
population this book provides an overview of ideas surrounding health and place and their impact on architecture and designed landscapes different
therapeutic buildings and places are examined including public parks asylums sanatoria leprosaria quarantine stations public baths and healthy homes
each chapter outlines the medical context common therapies a history of buildings designed in response to these and an examination of how such
places were perceived to have functioned illustrated using geographically and temporally diverse examples the book includes designs drawn from
locations across the world including europe the americas africa australia and asia the architecture and landscape of health identifies and examines
moments in the conversation between health and design and is a timely look back on the resultant buildings and places offering insights which could
inform the design of therapeutic places of the future an ideal read for researchers academics and upper level postgraduate students interested in
architecture and architectural history particularly relating to healthcare design and medical history
Gambia 2003-04-15 in 1967 montreal hosted man and his world terre des hommes by far the most successful cultural event ever produced in canada
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it was embraced by the public at the same time as intellectuals from marshall mcluhan to umberto eco hailed it as a new type of exhibition for a new
global age because it was held where and when it was on a man made archipelago in the st lawrence river seven years into quebec s quiet revolution
expo 67 also provided a prism through which the idea of the nation could be refracted and recast in original ways misunderstood by some scholars as
an expensive exercise in official patriotism while maligned by quebec intellectuals as a crypto federalist distraction from the real business of national
independence the fair nevertheless showcased montreal as the de facto capital of a suddenly modern quebec engaging with a late modern world expo
67 and its world proposes a reappraisal of the 1967 montreal international and universal exhibition across a range of political social and cultural spaces
from the dispossession of indigenous peoples and what was then known as the third world through the aspirations of montreal quebec and canada to
the increasingly global ambit of youth culture medicine film and finance a new approach to understanding expo 67 the collection challenges
assumptions about the significance of the event to canadian québécois and first nations history
The Cult of Health and Beauty in Germany 1895 assesses the impact of dynamic water quality conditions in the distribution system on the
inactivation of microorganisms in bulk water addresses questions about the usefulness of maintaining a secondary residual and the target level to be
maintained bridges research related to distribution system water quality with that of microbial inactivation
The Review of Reviews 2020-09-30 examination of water for pollution control a reference handbook volume 3 biological bacteriological and
virological examination is a part of a three volume reference handbook that provides information and recommendations for setting up water pollution
control programs and establishing a unified system for the analysis of fresh and waste water this volume covers analytical procedures relevant to the
examination of water organisms a concise and systematic description of methods such as sampling storage standardization operation and calculation
relevant in quantifying variables concerning water organisms is provided this book will be of great help to professionals such as health officials and
epidemiologists whose work concerns water sanitation
Homeopathy and the "Bacteriological Revolution" 1880-1895 1987 comprehensive review of bacterial infectious diseases for public health and
infectious disease specialists and epidemiologists modified outline format
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Public Health Reports 2003-09-02
The Spanish Influenza Pandemic of 1918-1919 2020-03-24
The Architecture and Landscape of Health 2022-06-17
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Case of tenacious and invading erosomembranous angina with bacteriological considerations 2005
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